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Gottes Zeit ist die 
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(c. 1707) 

I. Sonatina 
II. Chorus 

Tenor solo, David Cole 
Bass solo, Stan Yoder 
Chorus 

PROGRAM 

III. Alto solo, Lisa Inman 
Bass solo, john Krueger 

N. Chorus 

Mrs. Barrett, conductor 

INTERMISSION 

Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme ( BWV 140) 
(c. 1731) 

I. Chorus 

II. Recitative 

III. Duet 

N. Chorale 

V. Recitative 

VI. Duet 

VII. Chorus 

Mr. Ham, conductor 

johann Sebastian Bach 
(1685-1750) 

johann Sebastian Bach 

Stephen Bomgardner, tenor 

Lisa Long, soprano 
Roman Rebilas, baritone 

Keith Kemper, baritone ~ 

Melanie Smith, soprano 
Keith Kemper, baritone 

Photographing and sound recording are prohibited. We further request that audible 
paging devices not be used during the performance. Paging arrangements may be made 
with the ushers. 
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Sopranos 
Kristen Baker 
Kara Koller 
Lisa Long 
Krista Polk 
Kathy Schlachter 
Melanie Smith 

Altos 
Trudy Bent 
johanna Bonno 
Linda Daniels 
Lisa Inman 
Claudia Landivar 
Allison Rice 

First Violin 
Brian Dean, 

concertmaster 
Carol Laube 
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Second Violin 
Fung Wong 
Jerry Wang 
Aileen Hsu 

Viola 
Penny Meitz 
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Cello 
Laurie Reisig-Riss 
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Aaron Stambler 
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Tenors 
Stephen Bomgardner 
David Cole 
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Tom Merrill 
Dixon Printz 
jack Sanchez 

Basses 
Philip Christiansen 
Keith Kemper 
John Krueger 
Roman Rebilas 
David Taylor 
Stan Yoder 

Contrabass 
Ken Harper 

Flute 
Amy Saxton 
Lisa Hardaway 

Oboe 
Adam Shapiro 
john Siano 

English Horn 
Alan]uza 

French Horn 
Eric Williams 

Harpsichord 
Katherine Burkwall 



PROGRAM NOTES 

Gottes Zeit ist die allerbeste Zeit ( BWV 106 ), one of Bach's earliest cantatas, was 

composed c.1707 during his Milhlhausen period for a funeral. 
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, cantatas were written in two styles. In the 

earlier style, texts were taken from the Bible and Lutheran chorales; the vocal sections 
were often planned symmetrically with choral numbers at the beginning, middle, and 
end; and arias frequently consisted of a continually changing melody over an ostinato 
bass (short melodic pattern repeated throughout a piece). In the newer style, authors 
began to write new texts of a more personal and subjective nature for recitative-aria 
alternation. The arias were composed in da capo form which consisted of three sections, 
the third being a repetition of the first. 

Gottes Zeit is a good example of the earlier style of cantatas. All of the text in this 
cantata is Bibical, except for the altos' chorale melody over the bass solo in the third 
movement and the final chorale. The text exhibits conflict between the Old Testament 
fear of death and the New Testament joy of eternal life. Death 's curse and punishment 
implied in the Old Testament were transformed through the intervention of Christ into 
promise and bliss. The great middle chorus is the heart of the drama. In a rigorous fugue 
symbolizing the strictness of the law, the three lower voices present the words of 
Ecclesiastes, "It is the old decree: man, you must die. "In dramatic contrast, the light 
voices of the sopranos frequently interrupt with a brief quotation from Revelation, "Yea, 
come, Lord jesus." This invocation gains in intensity; and at the end, the m11nace of the 
law is dispelled. The cantata ends with a forceful chorale and a vigorous double fugue 
on the last line of the hymn. 

Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stirn me ( BWV 140) is certainly the most popular and 
best known of all his cantatas. It was composed for the twenty-seventh Sunday after 
Trinity in 17 31. Since the gospel reading for the day is the parable of the wise and foolish 
virgins, Bach selected Philipp Nicolai~ incomparable hymn, Wachet auf, as the basis 
of his piece. The hymn touches upon the parable in its first and second verses. 
Essentially, Wachet auf is a wedding Cantata, representing the union of Christ and 
the human soul. 

The first chorus depics in splendid, march-like accents the solemn approach of the 
Bridegroom's procession. In the following recitative, the tenor watchman announces 
from his vantage point: "The Bridegroom comes! So Zion's daughter now rejoice! Go ye 
forth to greet him!" In the subsequent duet, "Wann kommst du, mein Heil?",jesus and 
the Soul meet, with the violino piccolo supplying a dazzlingly ornamented accompa-
niment. In this enchanting love duet, ardent and sensuous, heavenly and earthly love 
are blended into one. The second chorus is a setting of the second verse of the chorale, 
taken by the tenor voices of the chorus and warmly accompanied by the violins and 
violas. In the second duet the Bridegroom takes the Soul to himself This movement is 
airy and dance-like but at the same time deeply felt and cunningly constructed. Like a 
majestic hymn the third chorale section, "Gloria sei dir gesungen ", closes the Cantata on 
a note of festive jubilation. 


